Help your dog keep
calm during
firework season!
When it comes to firework season, I sympathise the most with owners who live
with dogs that cannot cope during this time, my dog was one of those dogs.
So here are a 7 of my top tips to help make this time safer & stress free for you
& your dogs.

Keep your pets
inside from dusk

Limit walks to earlier in the day. To burn
off evening energy do canine enrichment
activities instead of a walk. Be prepared
to miss walks completely during this time
as it can take 3days to 1-2weeks for dogs
to recover from a highly fearful exposure.
Keep dogs on lead or a longline during
the day walks just incase there are day
time firework surprises!

Reduce noise
Before the fireworks begin, close
curtains/ blinds and windows.
Turn up the TV. Change the room you're
sat in, to the quietest room in the house.
Play calming music specifically for
relaxing dogs such as classical fm,
through a dogs ear CDs or select
calming music for dogs on spotify/ you
tube.
Single instrument music like relaxing
piano music is a great choice for calm
dogs! Remember play before the event!

Comfort your dog!
Please do NOT follow advice that suggests
you push away and ignore your dog when
they are scared and need reassurance. It is
a well known myth that giving comfort to
your dog will NOT reinforce fear to the
trigger. It is NOT how fear responds and it
can actually do more harm to your dogs
stress levels & your bond with them during
this time.
Do not fear providing comfort at this time!

Be prepared with extra help!

Safety

When scared for their life, animals can often
bolt to escape the danger. When fleeing in
fear, there is no logical thinking to it, they just
go! So ensure that doors, fences and gates are
secure. Double check gardens for firework
debris to avoid ingestion of the materials.
Check microchip & tag details are up to date
& tags are secure on collars. Do not leave your
pet home alone during this time, ask
family/friends for help or hire a dog sitter if
needed during this time.
Supervise toilet breaks & remain with them,
even use a lead for particularly skittish or
jumpy individuals.

Build a safe haven!
In a room or area your dog feels the safest,
you can build your dog a safe haven. You can
use a metal/ soft crate, with their bed inside
or blankets and familiar safe smells such as
clothing with the families scent on.
Try hanging blankets or towels over the
sides. Do NOT shut the doors keep them
open.
You can also create little dens on the sofa
next to you, under tables, beds, chairs or
stairs using blankets. It should be where they
feel they want to be. Set this up and put in
some tasty treats or chews inside for them
prior to bonfire night so they feel
comfortable with the safe haven beforehand!

Fireworks = Good Things

With everything else in place now it's time to
prepare some things for your dog to do during the
evening to keep them occupied. Licking, chewing &
sniffing are calming behaviours for dogs, so
providing items such as Kongs, snuffle mats, lick
mats, puzzle toys & home made foraging boxes, with
their favourite ultimate food choices hidden inside
can really help during stressful times.

If you are aware your dog panics extremely during
this time, then speak with your vet before firework
season to talk through options for your dog.

Eating things that they enjoy, whilst sniffing, licking
& chewing, during the bangs can help the dogs start
to make more positive associations to them. Bangs=
favourite food/meal or toy time!

Consider Zylkene or YuCalm for mild cases and
start before firework season & continuing for 12weeks after. Try adding 6 drops of Bachs Night
Time (alcohol free) Rescue Remedy liquid to their
water.

You can even limit their favourites to the evening
time only. The evening is a great time for a pigs ear
or pizzle stick! You can have your own yummy bits
that you can scatter feed after the bangs. For
example Bang= Cheese drops on the floor.

Try introducing Adaptil/ Pet Remedy spray to your
pets sleeping area a two weeks before bonfire night.
Then buy the diffuser & have it on permenantly in
the area your dog will be a week before bonfire
night, during & up to 1-2weeks after.

Dont worry if your dog cannot eat during this time
the fear response shuts off the digestive system so
some may not feel like eating. If they do eat it is a
good sign!
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